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Midnight (Tis the very witching...)
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Barbara Ana Designs

Here's Midnight, Barbara Ana Designs' cross stitch pattern inspired by a verse by William Shakespeare.

"Tis the very witching time of night"

It's stitched on Antique white linen in wonderful hues of blues and beige, in the designer's caracteristic mix of
primitive style and personal whimsical themes.
Though the two witches and cats are a hint of Halloween fun, the classic composition and choice of colors make it
a year-round sampler that will look good in any room.

The framing of the piece is very original. The stitched fabric is framed between two panels of antique looking fabric,
with a unique combinantion of extra large stitches and felt "pennies", adding extra interest to the work. Detailed
mounting instructions are included with the chart.

A cross stitch pattern by Barbara Ana Designs.

>> see more patterns by Barbara Ana Designs

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the Midnight (Tis the very witching...) pattern:

Chart size in stitches: 117 x 106 (wide x high)

Fabric: stitched on 40 ct Antique white linen from Zweigart

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/barbaraana-designs-midnight-very-witching-cross-stitch-xml-203_217-2731.html


>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch,

Chart: Black & White AND Color

Threads: DMC

Number of colors: 12

Other Supplies: felt, matching fabric

Themes: Shakespeare, Hamlet, Tis the very witching time of night, Halloween

>> see more primitive samplers by Barbara Ana Designs

>> see all Halloween patterns (all designers)

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Price in £ or €: select a currency in top right section of this page.

Link to the product

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=2731&w=117&h=106
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/barbara-designs-quaker-primitive-samplers-xsl-296_302_355.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/halloween-patterns-xsl-214_234.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/barbaraana-designs-midnight-very-witching-cross-stitch-xml-203_217-2731.html

